Agenda
CALS Curriculum Committee Meeting
Tuesday, March 8, 2022, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.
6201 MSB

Voting Members:
• Irwin Goldman, Co-Chair (2022)
• Jan Peter Van Pijkeren, Co-Chair (2023)
• Denise Ney (2023)
• Katie Vermillion Kalmon (2023)
• Richard Lankau (2024)
• Charles Kaspar (2024)
• Tera Holtz Wagner (2024)
• Natalie Antonson, student member (S 2022)
• Katie Weisner, student member (S 2022)

Non-Voting Members:
CALS Ex Officio:
• Karen Wassarman
• Megan Ackerman-Yost

CONSENT AGENDA

1. Review meeting minutes from February 22, 2022

2. Course discontinuation
   DY SCI 272: Pre-Capstone Seminar
   Effective Fall 2022
   https://next-guide.wisc.edu/courseadmin/?key=2761

3. Program change – outlining expected preparatory coursework; adjusting concentration
   requirements from 3 credits from two categories to two courses from two categories
   Entomology, M.S.
   Effective Fall 2022
   https://next-guide.wisc.edu/programadmin/?key=637

4. Program change – removing seminar requirements
   Forestry, M.S.
   Effective Fall 2022
   https://next-guide.wisc.edu/programadmin/?key=641

5. Program change – provide examples of coursework for themed requirements; restructure
   requirements to a single list for both thesis and non-thesis paths
   Life Sciences Communication, M.S.
   Effective Fall 2022
   https://next-guide.wisc.edu/programadmin/?key=637

ACTION ITEMS
6. **Program changes** - updating some core requirements  
   Forest Science BS  
   Guest: Eric Kruger; Allee Hochmuth  
   Effective Fall 2022  
   [https://next-guide.wisc.edu/programadmin/?key=43](https://next-guide.wisc.edu/programadmin/?key=43)

7. WALSAA Outstanding Advisor Award – discussion and recommendation  
   1:20-1:35pm

8. Arthur J and Ellen A. Maurer Extra Mile Award - discussion and recommendation  
   1:35-1:50pm

9. Re-review: New course  
   **AN SCI 865** – Design and Analysis of Biological Studies  
   van Pijkeren/Lankau  
   Effective Fall 2022  
   [https://next-guide.wisc.edu/courseadmin/?key=89380](https://next-guide.wisc.edu/courseadmin/?key=89380)

10. Re-review: CALS International Studies Requirement  
    **LSC 625** – Risk Communication  
    Goldman/Everyone  
    Materials in Box

**INFORMATIONAL AND DISCUSSION ITEMS**

11. Graduate seminar discussion  
    van Pijkeren/Ackerman-Yost